


Why all this hype about 

resilience anyway?!



Disasters cost us 
more than we think



The cost of disasters is growing and the portion absorbed 
by governments and its citizens are even greater...
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Global economic losses from 
disasters 1970-2017



Understanding the true cost of disasters

Tangible 
costs

Intangible 
costs

Direct tangible costs: costs incurred as a result of the 
hazard event and have a market value such as damage 
to private properties and infrastructure

Intangible costs: direct and indirect damages that 
cannot be easily priced, e.g.:

– Loss of life
– Physical injury and disability
– Chronic disease
– Mental health and psychosocial issues
– Drug and alcohol misuse
– Crime
– Family violence
– Environmental issues

Indirect tangible costs: the flow-on effects that are not 
directly caused by the natural disaster itself, but from 
the consequences of the damage and destruction



We face many 
risks, known 
and unknown



OUR INCREASING EXPOSURE

Our population is 

increasing, and 

changing in 

demographic makeup 

and diversity

We are adding to our 

built environment –

buildings and 

infrastructure – at a 

rapid rate

We value and depend 

on an increasingly 

wide array of products, 

services, and 

technology

We have fought hard 

for economic 

development, growth, 

prosperity, and wealth



OUR VULNERABILITIES

Our population is 

ageing, has large 

migrant communities, 

and deprivation still 

exists in many areas.

Our existing building 

stock/infrastructure is 

also ageing. Bridges, 

roads, railways, ports, 

water supply and the 

electrical grid all have 

weaknesses.

People are living in 

increasingly marginal 

locations, particularly 

around the coast.

The budget climate 

means government 

and communities must 

do more with less.



We live in an age 
of uncertainty





The future holds 
new operating 
modes



Life 3.0

• Unprecedented connectivity and data richness

• AI, VR, AR, and other enabling technology

• Growth of the sharing economy

• The changing balance of power between institutions 
and individuals 

• Blurred roles between public sector, private sector, 
and civil society; the drive for ‘shared value’

• Becoming super-diverse

• And more…



The Government is 
prioritising wellbeing







Developing a new 
strategy



A good strategy

= a diagnosis, a guiding 

policy, and coherent action



Considering a new Strategy: the evidence
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Assessment 

of Capability

Desired 
Future

Recent 

Performance

Best 
Practice

Hazards    
and Risks

Societal 

Trends

Current

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Barriers

Lessons from events 
and exercises over 
the last 10 years

2 x National 
Capability 

Assessments

Scoping work for  
Local Govt Risk 

AgencyLGNZ white 
papers

Assessment of 
SFDRR actions

Planned or in progress 
programmes of work

Natural Hazards Research 
Platform, National Science 

Challenges, Sendai Framework, 
OECD papers, etc.

Research on risks –
shocks, stresses, 

system trends

Stakeholder 
engagement

Future foresight 
data and research
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Considering a new Strategy: the evidence

Research on risks –
shocks, stresses, 

system trends

10yr 

Strategy:

Priorities 

and Actions

Stakeholder 
engagement
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Opportunities

Barriers

Planned or in progress 
programmes of work



“harness and enable 

community action, 

rather than direct 

and control it” 

“buildings and infrastructure are 

more resilient to shocks and 

stresses”

What does a

resilient

mean to you?

nation

“trust in leadership, in 

the process, and 

between government 

and community” 

“building individual resilience –

making the sum of the parts of a 

resilient system” 

“resources are 

treasured – Te Ao

Maori”

“establish relationships in 

communities before needed”

“connectivity & 

embracing 

technology” 

“connectedness as a 

nation – sense of 

community” 

“transform data into 

information via 

spatial data 

infrastructure” 

“land use reduces 

our exposure over 

time”

“resilience is a way of 

life for businesses” 

“financially strong, with 

appropriate infrastructure to 

respond and recover”

“greater lifeline 

functional 

redundancy”

“culture of resilience is 

embedded” ”

“everybody has a part to play” 

“harness and enable 

community action, 

rather than direct and 

control it” 

“buildings and 

infrastructure are more 

resilient to shocks and 

stresses”

“resilience is a way of 

life for businesses” 

“everybody has a part to play” 



RESILIENT 
BUSINESSES & 

ORGANISATIONS

RESILIENT HOMES

RESILIENT 
COMMUNITIES

RESILIENT 
CITIES/DISTRICTS/REGIO

NS

SUPPORTIVE & ENABLING 
GOVERNMENT & SOCIETY

What makes us resilient to disasters?



Model of a Resilient Nation



Putting it all together: 

National Disaster 

Resilience Strategy





Our Vision

New Zealand is a disaster resilient nation 

that acts proactively to manage risks and 

build resilience in a way that contributes 

to the wellbeing and prosperity of New 

Zealanders



To strengthen the resilience of the nation, by:

Enabling, Empowering, and Supporting 
Community Resilience

Effective Response to and Recovery 
From Emergencies

Managing Risks1

2

3

Our Goal



3
Enabling, Empowering, and 

Supporting Community 
Resilience

2 
Effective Response to and 

Recovery From 
Emergencies

1 
Managing Risks

1. Identify and understand risk scenarios 

(including the components of hazard, 

exposure, vulnerability, and capacity), and use 

this knowledge to inform decision-making

2. Put in place organisational structures and 

identify necessary processes – including being 

informed by community perspectives – to 

understand and act on reducing risks

3. Build risk awareness, risk literacy, and risk 

management capability, including the ability to 

assess risk

4. Address gaps in risk reduction policy 

(particularly in the light of climate change 

adaptation)

5. Ensure development and investment practices, 

particularly in the built and natural 

environments, are risk-aware, taking care not 

to create any unnecessary or unacceptable 

new risk

6. Understand the economic impact of disaster 

and disruption, and the need for investment in 

resilience; identify and develop financial 

mechanisms that support resilience activities

7. Implement measures to ensure that the safety 
and wellbeing of people is at the heart of the 
emergency management system

8. Build the relationship between emergency 
management organisations and iwi/groups 
representing Māori, to ensure greater 
recognition, understanding, and integration of 
iwi/Māori perspectives and tikanga in 
emergency management

9. Strengthen the national leadership of the 
emergency management system to provide 
clearer direction and more consistent response 
to and recovery from emergencies

10. Ensure it is clear who is responsible for what, 
nationally, regionally, and locally, in response 
and recovery; enable and empower 
community-level response, and ensure it is 
connected into wider coordinated responses, 
when and where necessary

11. Build the capability and capacity of the 
emergency management workforce for 
response and recovery

12. Improve the information and intelligence 
system that supports decision-making in 
emergencies to enable informed, timely, and 
consistent decisions by stakeholders and the 
public

13. Enable and empower individuals, households, 
organisations, and businesses to build their 
resilience, paying particular attention to those 
people and groups who may be 
disproportionately affected by disaster 

14. Cultivate an environment for social 
connectedness which promotes a culture of 
mutual help; embed a collective impact 
approach to building community resilience

15. Take a whole of city/district/region approach 
to resilience, including to embed strategic 
objectives for resilience in key plans and 
strategies

16. Address the capacity and adequacy of critical 
infrastructure systems, and upgrade them as 
practicable, according to risks identified 

17. Embed a strategic, resilience approach to 
recovery planning that takes account of risks 
identified, recognises long-term priorities and 
opportunities to build back better, and ensures 
the needs of the affected are at the centre of 
recovery processes 

18. Recognise the importance of culture to 
resilience, including to support the continuity 
of cultural places, institutions and activities, 
and to enable the participation of different 
cultures in resilience

18 objectives give effect to the goal:



Resilience of 
cultural places 
and cultural life

Infrastructure 
resilience

Individual, 
household, 
business 

preparedness

Community 
connectedness
and capacity

Holistic 
approach to 
city/district 
level resilience

Risk 
assessment

Risk 
governance

Risk comms
and capability

Climate 
change 

adaptation

Land use 
planning and 
development 

controls Economics of 
risk and 
resilience

EM capability, 
capacity, 

information and 
intelligence

EM leadership, 
roles, 

responsibilities, 
and comms

Partnership 
with 

iwi/Maori 
for EM



So, what’s different 

about this Strategy

compared to previous

strategies?



It focuses strongly 

on resilience

The Strategy promotes 

resilient practices at all levels, 

from individuals and 

families/whānau, businesses 

and organisations, 

communities and hapū, cities, 

districts and regions, and 

Government and national 

organisations



It is explicit that 
the purpose of 
resilience is the 
protection of 
wellbeing and 

prosperity

The Strategy puts the 

wellbeing of people and 

communities at its core, to 

ensure our investment in 

resilience pays dividends 

for all our people.



It encourages us to be 

‘risk-informed’

The Strategy is concerned with 

identifying and monitoring 

risks to our wellbeing, taking 

action to reduce our existing 

levels of risk, minimise the 

amount of new risk we create, 

and ensuring that everyone 

has the information, and tools 

they need to be able to make 

informed decisions about 

resilience.



It builds a fit-for-
purpose emergency 

management system

The Strategy embeds the 

Government’s decisions on 

the Technical Advisory 

Group report Better 

Responses… to ensure we 

have an emergency 

management system that is 

fit-for-purpose, capable, 

and future ready.



It promotes an 
inclusive ‘whole 

of society’ 
approach where ‘we 

all have a role’
The Strategy promotes an 
inclusive approach to 
strengthening societal 
resilience that connects with a 
range of agencies, sectors, 
communities, and hapū/iwi, 
for improved outcomes for 
New Zealanders.



more key ideas





1. A common agenda
Collectively defining the problem and creating a shared vision to solve it.

2. Shared measurement
Agreeing to track progress in the same way.

3. Mutually reinforcing activities
Coordinating collective efforts to maximize the end result.

4. Continuous communication
Building trust and relationships among all participants.

5. A backbone organisation
Having a team dedicated to orchestrating the work of the group.



The Strategy is the “basis for integration

of national and local activity and 

planning” (CDEM Act 2002)

- to make sure we are all going in the same 

direction, and all putting effort towards the same 

goals and objectives.









Roadmap of Actions

Measuring and monitoring 

regime

Governance



Roadmap of Actions

Actions to implement the Strategy 

priorities and objectives:

• For the Strategy as a whole

• Organisationally/by sector

Questions of scope, detail, and balance 

(what is ‘guiding’ and ‘driving’, but not 

‘directive’, or ‘prescriptive’?)



How are we doing?

Measuring and monitoring 

regime

Are we doing the right things?



Measuring and monitoring 

regime



Governance



SUB-COMMITTEES OR 
CONTRIBUTING PLATFORMS

STRATEGY 
GOVERNANCE 
COMMITTEE

ADVISORY GROUPS
E.G. SCIENCE/RESEARCH

ADVISORY GROUPS
E.G. COMMUNITY

CONTRIBUTING ORGANISATIONS
DPMC | MfE | MBIE | DIA | EQC | LINZ | MSD | TPK | LGNZ/SOLGM | MOT/NZTA | Local Government | Private Sector | Civil Society 

PRIORITIES 2019-2020 (tbc)MONITORING & EVALUATION

Governance



Find out more at 

www.civildefence.govt.nz

http://www.civildefence.govt.nz/



